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Noncollinear magnets provide essential ingredients for the next generation memory technology. It is a
new prospect for the Heusler materials, already well known due to the diverse range of other fundamental
characteristics. Here, we present a combined experimental and theoretical study of novel noncollinear
tetragonal Mn2 RhSn Heusler material exhibiting unusually strong canting of its magnetic sublattices. It
undergoes a spin-reorientation transition, induced by a temperature change and suppressed by an external
magnetic field. Because of the presence of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya exchange and magnetic anisotropy,
Mn2 RhSn is suggested to be a promising candidate for realizing the Skyrmion state in the Heusler family.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.113.087203
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The art of controlling magnetic degrees of freedom
has led to a broad range of applications that make up
the rapidly developing field of spintronics. Up to now, most
of the exploited compounds have been so-called collinear
magnets, i.e., materials in which the magnetization is
formed by local magnetic moments aligned parallel or
antiparallel to one another. Yet, the possibility of influencing their mutual orientation opens new horizons for the
field of spintronics. Noncollinear magnets can be widely
applied in current-induced spin dynamics [1], magnetic
tunnel junctions [2], molecular spintronics [3], spin-torque
transfer by small switching currents [4], and anomalous
exchange bias [5]. Impressive improvement of the critical
current density by 5 orders of magnitude [6–8] is offered
by noncollinear magnets driven into the Skyrmion phase
[6–14]. While such exotic magnetic arrangements are
sensitive to external conditions (magnetic field and temperature), an expansion of the related material base is
important for their stabilization.
Flexible tuning of the magnetic properties can ultimately be realized in multicomponent systems of several
magnetic sublattices with competing types of interactions
such as magnetocrystalline anisotropy and dipole-dipole
and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interactions [15,16].
Heusler compounds, of which there are over 1000 members, provide a rich variety of parameters for almost any
material engineering task (e.g., half-metallic ferromagnetism [17,18], shape memory [19], exchange bias [20],
topological insulators [21], spin-gapless semiconductivity
[22], spin-resolved electron localization [23], and superconductivity [24]). Furthermore, the majority of Mn2 YZ (Y
denotes a transition-metal atom and Z a main-group atom)
systems are noncentrosymmetric; this together with the
0031-9007=14=113(8)=087203(5)

magnetocrystalline anisotropy induced by intrinsic tetragonal distortion makes such systems attractive for Skyrmion
research.
First, we will discuss here the unusual ground-state
magnetic canting observed in Mn2 RhSn together with
the subsequent temperature-induced spin reorientation
into the collinear ferrimagnetic mode. Further, we will
give a detailed micromagnetic analysis which suggests
this collinear regime to provide perfect conditions for the
Skyrmion formation, in agreement with the earlier theoretical studies [9,25,26].
In a nonrelativistic case, the magnetic noncollinearity is a
result of the competition between antiparallel and parallel
exchange interactions (or between several types of antiparallel interactions). Such a situation is often encountered
in Mn2 YZ compounds, but not all of them exhibit noncollinearity. In general, these materials crystallize in the
noncentro-symmetric I 4̄m2 structure with two nonequivalent Wyckoff positions occupied by Mn atoms: MnI at
2bð0; 12 ; 0Þ and MnII at 2dð0; 12 ; 34Þ. Z and Y elements
occupy the 2að0; 0; 0Þ and 2cð0; 12 ; 14Þ positions, respectively [Fig. 1(a)]. The most significant exchange coupling
between the nearest MnI and MnII atoms is characterized
by a large exchange constant (JMnI -MnII ∼ −20 meV) (e.g.,
Ref. [27]) that leads to a typical collinear FiM (ferrimagnetic) state. Despite the fact that the in-plane interaction
of Mn atoms can be rather complicated (e.g., the nearest
in-plane neighbors couple parallel, the next-nearest couple
antiparallel or parallel, and so on), these interactions are
rather weak compared to JMnI -MnII , which always aligns the
Mn spin moments of the same plane parallel to one another
[Fig. 1(b)]. For this reason, we initially do not consider the
in-plane interactions but will expand the description in
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twice sparser entrance of the next-nearest-plane couplings.
The extrema of H θ are found from


1 j
sin θ þ cos θ ¼ 0;
ð2Þ
2 J

FIG. 1 (color). (a) Crystal and magnetic structures of
Mn2 YZ Heusler compounds. Because of the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy induced by the tetragonal distortion, the MnI magnetic
moments are oriented along the c axis; the moments on MnII
are canted in an alternating manner with respect to the c axis.
(b) Schematic picture of the leading magnetic exchange interactions between different atomic layers in Mn2 YZ (atomic planes
containing Z and Y elements are shown in blue and red,
respectively). The arrows show the orientation of the spin
moments on Mn, and the springs show the exchange interactions
between different planes. Considering only the nearest antiparallel interactions J (between MnI -Z and MnII -Y planes) leaves
the magnetic structure collinear; introducing the next-nearest
antiparallel coupling j (between MnII -Y planes) leads to the
alternating canting of MnII moments by θ and 2π − θ.

terms of the effective interplane exchange coupling J,
which indicates the interaction of a certain Mn atom (i)
with all Pother Mn atoms (i0 ) in a different plane,
i.e., J ¼ i0 Jii0 .
Since the collinear order being substantially determined
by the nearest-plane J interaction becomes even more
stable if the Y atom is magnetic (as, e.g., in case of Mn2 CoZ
systems [27]), our further consideration concerns Mn2 YZ
Heusler materials with the nonmagnetic heavy Y elements
(such as Rh or Ir, since in the case of light elements, such as
Ti or V, Mn atoms occupy equivalent 2c and 2d positions).
In this case, the collinearity can be perturbed by the next
important interaction j between the next-nearest planes,
e.g., between pairs of MnII -Y planes, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
This interaction is antiparallel due to its indirect origin
realized through the main-group element Z (superexchange) [28]. Since j tends to rotate the moments of the
nearest MnII -Y planes antiparallel to each other, it competes
with the strong antiparallel exchange J and may then result
in a nontrivial canting angle [θ ≠ 0°; 180°; see Fig. 1(b)].
The relevant θ-dependent part of the Heisenberg
Hamiltonian will contain only antiparallel interactions:
1
Hθ ¼ −J cos θ − j cos 2ðπ − θÞ;
2

ð1Þ

where the first term is the coupling of the nearest planes
(MnI -Z with MnII -Y) and the second is that of the nextnearest (MnII -Y) planes. The factor 1=2 accounts for the

and θ1;2 ¼ 180∘  arccosðJ=2jÞ noncollinear solutions are
given subject to the condition j=J > 12, which means that
the canting occurs only if the next-nearest antiparallel
exchange j is sufficiently strong.
To justify the proposed magnetic order, we performed
ab initio calculations (Supplemental Material [29], Sec. V)
for Mn2 RhSn and another two similar Heusler systems
Mn2 PtIn and Mn2 IrSn. For Mn2 RhSn, the plot of the
total energy as a function of θ indeed exhibits two energy
minima corresponding to the nontrivial canting angles
θ1;2 ¼ 180°  55°. Similar plots were obtained for another
two compounds (Supplemental Material [29], Fig. S8).
Calculated local moments, their orientations, total magnetization, and an experimentally measured one are summarized in Table I. These magnetic properties may be
significantly affected by those kinds of disorder which are
typical for Heusler systems. The details of this aspect are
discussed in the Supplemental Material [29] (Sec. IV).
Powder neutron scattering data convincingly demonstrate the predicted ground-state noncollinearity (Fig. 2).
At 1.8 K, the magnetic moments are 3.59μB and 3.47μB on
MnI and MnII . The value obtained for the more localized
MnI correlates with the calculated result (Table I), while the
MnII moment is larger: it is defined less precisely as the
scattering events on itinerant moments are more dispersed.
The magnetic structure was found to be canted by about
θ1;2 ¼ ð180  58.9Þ° within alternating MnII -Rh planes.
It is important to note that such strong magnetic canting
was never reported for the Heusler materials, in which it is
typically of an order of a few degrees at most.
Being noncollinear in the ground state, the magnetic
configuration evolves with changes to the temperature and
external field. Observation of the (002) peak intensity for
T ≤ 80 K indicates the presence of in-plane magnetism
[Fig. 2(b)]. As the temperature increases, the peak gradually decreases and subsequently vanishes for T > 80 K,
suggesting that the in-plane magnetic component is suppressed [Fig. 2(b)]. This is attributed to the gradual spin
TABLE I. Computed atomic magnetic moments m, canting
angles θ1;2 , and total magnetization per formula unit
M ¼ mMnI þ mMnII cos θ þ mY , compared to the experimentally
measured magnetization M exp . Values of magnetic moments or
magnetization are given in μB .
Mn2 YZ

mMnI

mMnII

θ1;2 (deg)

mY

M

M exp

Mn2 RhSn
Mn2 PtIn
Mn2 IrSn

3.51
3.38
3.52

3.08
3.30
3.08

180  55
180  50
180  44

0.14
0.12
0.09

1.9
1.4
1.4

1.97
1.6
1.5
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FIG. 2 (color). (a) Temperature-dependent neutron diffraction
spectra. The (002) peak decays over 1.8–80 K. (b) Weakening of
the in-plane magnetism (produced by the MnII x component)
releases the z component of MnI , while the z component of MnII
evolves rather insignificantly.

reorientation of the MnII sublattice; the canting angle
decreases until a collinear FiM order sets in at 80 K.
Such behavior is strongly pronounced in the MðTÞ curves
measured in weak fields [0.1–0.5 T; see Fig. 3(a)] and
suppressed in stronger fields (5 T). This is evidently an
intrinsic effect, as the applied fields are larger than the
coercive field (Hc ¼ 0.065 T). It is not only the mutual
orientation of the site-specific moments that changes but
their absolute values that also change [Fig. 3(c)]. In the
canted lowest-temperature state, the MnI moment is somewhat compensated by the equally strong MnII . As the
temperature increases, the moments of MnII delocalize
further and release the MnI to reach 4.5μB . This occurs
gradually, and the slope of the zero-field heat capacity
curve changes [Fig. 3(e)]; the spin-wave term is sufficiently
weak in comparison to the electronic and phonon contributions such that no sharp anomaly is visible. However,
the onset of the FiM phase is characterized by the explicit
steplike increase in the ac-susceptibility signal [Fig. 3(b)].
Measured values of χ 0 and χ 00 were found to be independent
of the frequency, suggesting a high magnetic homogeneity.
The evolution of the magnetism with temperature is
echoed by the crystal structure [Fig. 3(f)]. Although the
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FIG. 3 (color). Evolution of the magnetic structure with the
temperature. Canted (red regions), collinear ferrimagnetic
(yellow regions), and disordered (blue regions) magnetic states
of Mn2 RhSn. (a) Zero-field-cooled (ZFC), field-cooled (FC), and
field-heated (FH) magnetization as a function of the temperature
measured at induction fields of 0.1, 0.5, and 5 T. (b) Real (χ 0 ) and
imaginary (χ 00 ) ac-susceptibility components are frequency
independent and show a pronounced step at the onset of the
FiM phase. (c) The change in the canting angle occurs because of
the simultaneous realignment of the MnII moment and a decrease
in its absolute value. This, in turn, releases the previously
suppressed MnI moment from 3.5μB to 4.5μB . (d) The sum of
the total and z components of the MnIðIIÞ moments follow the
ac-susceptibility behavior. No in-plane component is present after
80 K. (e) A change in the slope of the heat capacity curve
is observed in the vicinity of the spin reorientation. (f) Evolution
of the lattice parameters with temperature: the change in the
magnetism is echoed mainly by the c parameter, while a evolves
monotonically.

a parameter increases monotonically, the change in c parameter is nonlinear and corresponds to the ac-susceptibility
behavior. The sudden rise in the vicinity of 280 K is an
anomaly corresponding to T C . The c parameter eventually
decreases until a transition to the cubic phase occurs at about
570° C (Supplemental Material [29], Fig. S5).
By systematic coarse graining of the spin-lattice model, a
micromagnetic continuum theory has been developed
(Supplemental Material [29], Sec. VI). Considering only
the leading Heisenberg-like exchange, the analysis shows
that in tetragonal inverse Mn2 YZ Heusler alloys, the
magnetic ordering displays coexisting magnetic modes
with FiM of the two sublattices and an antiferromagnetic
mode (AFM) on the MnII sublattice. These systems, thus,
are close to a bicritical (or tetracritical) point in their
magnetic phase diagram. In Mn2 RhSn, the thermodynamic
potential favors a dominating collinear FiM order for
T > 80 K. Below this temperature, the AFM sets in. By
the crystal symmetry of Mn2 YZ, chiral inhomogeneous
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DM couplings exist in spatial directions perpendicular to
the crystal axis [25,26] that cause a spiral twist of these
magnetic modes with long pitch. The micromagnetic model
for the FiM state is exactly the Dzyaloshinskii model for a
magnetic order in acentric tetragonal crystals from the 4̄2m
(D2d ) class [25,38]. Therefore, in the collinear FiM state,
chiral Skyrmions and Skyrmion lattices exist in these
magnets, as predicted in Refs. [9,25]. The micromagnetic
model predicts a chiral twisting length Λ ∼ 130 nm, which
corresponds to the diameter of the FiM-state Skyrmions.
These chiral Skyrmion states exist in the inverse Heusler
alloys without the need of any additional effects not
accounted for by the basic magnetic couplings, i.e.,
Heisenberg-like and DM exchange and leading anisotropies, and at arbitrary temperature. This is in contrast to
chiral cubic helimagnets, which require fine-tuned additional effects for the existence of Skyrmionic states.
Because the tetragonal lattice also induces a sizeable
easy-axis magnetocrystalline anisotropy in Mn2 RhSn, as
calculated by relativistic density functional theory, the
magnetic phase diagram is not expected to display a
field-driven condensed Skyrmion phase in this FiM state.
The ratio of easy-axis anisotropy to DM coupling is large.
Using the universal phase diagram of chiral magnets [9],
Skyrmions do exist as nonlinear solitonic excitations of the
collinear state in Mn2 RhSn. Therefore, this inverse Heusler
alloy is an ideal system to realize reconfigurable nanomagnetic patterns composed of its two-dimensional free
Skyrmions at elevated temperatures.
Coexistence of FiM and AFM orders in the canted state
will be subject to different DM couplings. Thus, in the
ground state, novel types of chirally twisted textures can
exist in Mn2 YZ alloys. These chiral DM couplings favor
different twisting lengths for the two modes and their
interaction. Then, the magnetic order may become quasiperiodic and exceedingly complex, as recently described
for the similar case of textures in biaxial nematic liquid
crystals [39]. The presence of several DM terms and
anisotropies affecting the coexisting magnetic modes
promises a rich behavior of chiral textures in tetragonal
inverse Heusler alloys Mn2 YZ. For example, closely below
the onset of spin-reorientation temperature, the chiral
Skyrmion of the FiM state is superimposed by a vortexlike
AFM configuration on the MnII sublattice with a defect in
the core of the soliton configuration. In the ground state,
such configurations may become instable, depending on
the stiffness of the AFM order. Up to now, such complex
configurations have been analyzed only for the simpler case
of chiral AFMs with a coexisting weak-FM mode [26].
As we have demonstrated theoretically and experimentally, the design of noncollinear magnets within the Heusler
family of materials can be based on Mn2 YZ compositions,
with Y and Z being a non- or weakly magnetic transitionmetal element and a main-group element, respectively. The
choice of the Mn2 YZ Heusler group allows us to control the
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canting angles by, e.g., combining the Y and Z elements or
varying the Mn content. The use of heavy transition metals
(e.g., as in the present case: Y ¼ Pt, Rh, Ir and Z ¼ Sn, In)
amplifies the magnetically relevant relativistic effects that
are already present in these systems, such as the DM
interaction and magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Such multiple magnetic degrees of freedom together with the possibility of their manipulation provided by the family of Mn2 YZ
Heusler materials are vital for the efficient engineering
and stabilization of various magnetic orders. In particular,
Mn2 RhSn is suggested to be a promising candidate for
realizing the Skyrmion state in the Heusler family.
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